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**Be sure to check that Rough Opening measures to the size stated on the door label, and is square and
even on all sides. Challenger Door sizes doors to properly fit whatever opening our customer has. Be
sure that the opening has proper framework supporting it (ie; aluminum/steel tubing or lumber). For
any clarification on how to measure Rough Opening visit https://www.challengerdoor.com/measure/ **
Tools and Supplies needed

- screw gun
- #10 screws ¾” long

Cable Installation

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Fasten cable to Bracket with plastic
bushing in position shown.
Open door until it is level with the
ground
Prop or hold door open in a level
position
Fasten cable brackets to sidewall of unit
with a minimum # 10 screw size.
Check to make sure door is still level
Adjust bracket up or down as needed to
make door level
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Roof Bow Installation

1. Open door and lay tent bow in
approximate position.
2. Measure 4” from top edge of door and
1.5” from side of door
3. Fasten bracket of tent bow with a #10 x
0.75” screw
4. Find center of opening and mark
5. Attach roof bow bracket as shown
6. Snap roof bow to tent bow
7. Insert into roof bow bracket to insure
proper fit
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Tent Installation for tent with
Slide on Hook

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Open door
Slide tent into extrusion on door
Slide tent into extrusion on frame
Tap with soft mallet if necessary
Snap roof bow into tent bow
Push out to lift tent
Insert roof bow into bracket
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Tent Installation for Tent with
Velcro

1. Open door
2. Lay tent onto door
3. Fasten Velcro on tent to Velcro on door
by pressing firmly with thumb.
4. Slide tent into extrusion on frame
5. Tap with soft mallet if necessary
6. Snap roof bow into tent bow
7. Push out to lift tent
8. Insert roof bow into bracket
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